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Vehicle Databases is proud to present a

unique solution for truck fleet

management, the VIN decoding API. With

this API, these companies can access

detailed

MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, March

27, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Vehicle

Databases is proud to present a unique

solution for truck fleet management,

the VIN decoding API. With this API,

these companies can access detailed

information about each vehicle in their

fleet, including vital specifications

derived from VIN decoding.

WHAT IS A VIN DECODER API?

The VIN decoder API is an application programming interface that allows businesses to decode

Vehicle Identification Numbers and access vehicle specifications encoded within.

With this API for truck fleet management introduced by Vehicle Databases, fleet managers can

easily manage the vehicles they have and improve the safety, efficiency, and overall effectiveness

of business operations.

Some of the features of this API include:

Accepts 17 digit VINs 

Supports classic vehicles with 5-13 digit VINs

100% VIN decoding accuracy

Provides support for US and EU manufacturers

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://vehicledatabases.com/
https://vehicledatabases.com/
https://vehicledatabases.com/vin-decode-api


Decode all vehicle types

Easy to integrate

Comprehensive documentation available for developers

Provides technical support whenever necessary

15 free credits for testing

How Does the API work?

This truck fleet management solution is easy to use. With access to the API, fleet managers can

decode any VIN and access the OEM truck specifications instantly.

All users need to do is provide the VIN and specifications like these can be accessed:

-->VIN: 3FTTW8R99RRA21566

-->Make: FORD.

-->Model: Maverick.

-->Model year: 2024.

-->Series: LARIAT TREMOR

-->Body class: Pickup.

-->Vehicle type: TRUCK.

-->Manufacturer name: FORD MOTOR COMPANY, MEXICO

-->Engine configuration: In-Line

-->Engine number of cylinders: 4

-->Engine manufacturer: Ford

-->engine model: Ecoboost

-->Displacement CC: 2000

-->Displacement l: 2

-->Displacement CI: 122.0474881894

-->Fuel type primary: Gasoline

-->Brake system type: Hydraulic

-->Cab type: Crew/Super Crew/Crew Max

-->Drive type: AWD/All-Wheel Drive

-->Front air bag locations: 1st Row (Driver and Passenger)

-->Gross Vehicle Weight Rating From: Class 1D: 5,001 - 6,000 lb (2,268 - 2,722 kg)

-->Knee air bag locations: Driver Seat Only

-->NCSA body type: Light Pickup

-->NSCA make: Ford



-->NCSA model: Other (light truck)

-->Note: SuperCrew

-->Plant city: HERMOSILLO

-->Plant country: MEXICO

-->Plant state: SONORA

-->Seat belt type: Manual

-->Side airbag locations: 1st and 2nd Rows

-->Tire pressure monitoring system TPMS type: Direct

The best update is that Vehicle Databases isn’t just providing one but three classes of VIN

decoding APIs with each providing more information and data points. 

Benefits of a VIN Decoding API for Fleet Management Companies

Choosing the right trucks:  Access to detailed vehicle specifications allows fleet managers to

choose trucks that meet their specific needs and requirements for their business, optimizing

performance and efficiency.

Storing data: Many fleet management companies struggle with keeping track of vehicle data and

information of vehicles. With the VIN decoder API, they can cull this data at any time and have

less paperwork to deal with.

Managing maintenance schedules: The VIN decoder API combined with the Vehicle maintenance

API also provided by Vehicle Databases can help fleet managers carry out preventive

maintenance and avoid truck breakdown, further reducing operation downtime.

Enhancing fleet performance and safety: By utilizing the VIN decoding API to access OEM truck

specifications, fleet management companies can optimize fleet performance and enhance safety

standards. Understanding vehicle capabilities and features allows for better resource allocation,

improved driver training, and overall fleet optimization.

Compliance and Operational Efficiency through Data: With the VIN decoding API fleet

management companies can ensure that their vehicles are compliant with their business

regulations and practices.

Using the right trucks and being able to access vehicle information at any time and in seconds

saves time and therefore improves efficiency. 

Other APIs for Truck Fleet Management Companies

There are some other APIs that when used in conjunction with the VIN decoding API can bring in

more benefits for fleet management companies.



They are: 

Vehicle history API: With the VIN, this API provides historical information about trucks and other

vehicle types, including ownership records, accident history, stolen records, title brand records,

and service records.

Fleet managers can use this API to gain accurate Insights, effective risk assessment, and identify

trucks that are not safe to drive or do not comply with government regulations.

Vehicle maintenance API: This API monitors maintenance needs, schedules services, and tracks

service records for individual vehicles. 

With this truck fleet asset management solution, proactive maintenance such as oil changes, tire

rotations, etc. can be done on time to prevent breakdowns and minimize vehicle downtime.

Vehicle Recall API: The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) issued over 1,000

safety recalls in 2021 alone, affecting more than 21 million vehicles in some manner.

With a vehicle recall API, fleet management companies can track the:

>Date of recall issue

>Campaign number

>Manufacturer recall number

>Component affected

>Date of manufacture

>Summary of the issue,

>Consequence of the issue if not resolved

>Remedy to fix the issue

>Number of units affected, and more.

Utilizing APIs for Precision in Fleet Management

Integrating vehicle databases APIs into applications or websites can significantly enhance

services by providing accurate automotive data. Here are steps to integrate these APIs

effectively:

>Visit Vehicle Databases and begin the free trial

>Claim 15 free credits during registration

>Select the APIs most significant to fleet management

>Test the API’s accuracy and responsiveness

>Proceed to integrate with websites or mobile applications

Fleet managers and other business owners can contact Vehicle Databases for support at any



time and they will respond immediately. They can also book a demo and explain their use cases

and requirements with Vehicle Databases. Don’t waste any more time. Manage fleets effectively

with APIs.

About Vehicle Databases

Vehicle Databases is a trusted provider of automotive data APIs, committed to empowering

businesses and consumers with accurate vehicle information accessible with mobile apps and

websites. Our commitment lies in providing lightning-fast access, enhanced scalability, and

unrivaled security.  Visit our website to explore our comprehensive suite of services.
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